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Non-motile cilia are organelles that act as the cell’s antennae to detect
changes in the extracellular environment. They are built and maintained by a
bidirectional, microtubule-based, motor-driven process called intraflagellar
transport (IFT). In this chapter, we probe the response of the IFT machinery to
temperature (21-35°C) using fluorescence microscopy of labeled IFT-dynein
motors and tubulin in living C. elegans. We find only a mild effect on
anterograde, and no effect on retrograde IFT-train velocities. At high
temperatures, IFT dynein redistributes

within the

cilium,

while

the

microtubule axoneme stays intact. Our results reveal a reversible uncoupling
between motility and cilium length maintenance in the thermal ciliary
response.
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Cilia are microtubule-based organelles that are found on the surface of most
eukaryotic cells and play a role in sensory perception and signaling

1, 2

. They

are assembled and maintained by a bidirectional transport process along
3

microtubules called intraflagellar transport (IFT) . In C. elegans, plus-enddirected kinesin-2 motors drive anterograde transport from the ciliary base to
the distal tip

4-6

, whereas minus-end-directed IFT dynein motors return cargo
7

from the tip to the base . Although cilia are recognized to play a role in
sensory perception, little is known about the response of the IFT machinery to
extracellular stimuli.
Thermal stimuli are detected by sensory neurons and converted to changes in
8

ion currents . Behavioral traits and signaling pathways underlying C. elegans
thermosensation are relatively well understood

9, 10

. Unlike mammals, which

have internal homeostasis regulation mechanisms, C. elegans uses complex,
experience-dependent behavioral patterns to regulate its body temperature.
This temperature-guided motion, called thermotaxis, enables worms to move
along temperature gradients and detect temperature changes with very high
(~0.05°C) sensitivity

11-13

. At the cellular level, laser ablation

14, 15

and genetic

16

studies have identified AFD, an amphid sensory neuron, as the major
thermosensory neuron in C. elegans. In vivo patch-clamp recordings have
shown that temperature modulates the opening and closing of cyclic
nucleotide-gated

(CNG)

thermosensation

ion

channels

signaling

cascade

transmembrane guanylate cyclases and Ca

in

AFD

neurons

additionally
2+ 17-19

8

.

The

involves

AFD

cGMP,

. Although the amphid neuron

response to temperature has been systematically investigated, the role of the
phasmid neuron remains elusive

14, 20, 21

. Moreover, little is known about how

temperature affects ciliary structure and motor-driven transport.
There is evidence that signaling proteins are localized in the cilium and some
have been shown to, at least part of the time, undergo IFT
transient

receptor

potential

(TRP)

channels,

which

22

are

. Furthermore,
the

primary
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temperature sensors in mammals, are expressed in C. elegans phasmid and
OLQ cilia and are transported by IFT

23, 24

. These findings raise the possibility of

IFT involvement in thermosensation. In addition, biochemical processes
underlying IFT are affected by temperature. The assembly of tubulin-GTP
complexes into microtubules, which form the ciliary axoneme track for IFT
motors, is temperature-dependent. Polymerization can be induced by higher
temperatures,
temperatures

whereas
25-27

reversal

of

polymerization

occurs

at

lower

. IFT motors kinesin-2 and IFT dynein are driven by an

enzymatic, temperature-dependent process of ATP binding, hydrolysis and
phosphate release. In vitro optical tweezers bead experiments
assays

30

28, 29

and gliding

have shown that kinesin-1-driven gliding velocity follows the

Arrhenius law up to 30-35°C. Mammalian dynein similarly exhibits in vitro
Arrhenius-like temperature dependence above 15°C, but in vivo reports are
lacking.
Here, we probed the temperature-dependence of IFT in C. elegans phasmid
cilia using fluorescence microscopy of labeled IFT-dynein motors and tubulin.
We observed a temperature effect on anterograde, but not retrograde,
velocities. We also found that heating induces a reversible retraction of motors
towards the base and transition zone, while the ciliary axoneme is unaffected.
Our results uncover a ciliary response to stimulus in which motors respond
independently of their track. This thermal response is different from the
31

response observed to chemical stimuli .
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To investigate how phasmid cilia and IFT respond to temperature, we
incubated C. elegans young adults in pre-heated sample chambers at 21°C,
25°C, 30°C and 35°C (Figure 4.1A). To avoid developmental or memorydependent differences in thermal response, the cultivation temperature of all
11

worms was kept constant at 20°C prior to the measurements . Following 10minute exposure to each temperature, we recorded fluorescence image
sequences of the IFT-dynein marker XBX-1::EGFP

32-34

and subsequently

generated summed fluorescence images (Figure 4.1A) to determine the
temperature dependence of the distribution of the motors along the cilium
(Figure 4.1B)

35

. At 21°C, IFT dynein is distributed along the entire ciliary

axoneme with some accumulation at the base and transition zone (Figure
4.1A,B), congruent with previous reports

32

. The same distribution is observed

at 25°C. At temperatures above 25°C, however, IFT-dynein motors appear to
extend less far from the ciliary base (16 ± 9% at 30°C (average ± s.e.m.; n=15)
and 47 ± 12% at 35°C (n=10)), s.e.m.) (Figure 1B,C), while substantially more
motors appear to be present at the base. At 35°C, IFT dynein occupies only 64
± 12% of the 21°C length and appears completely retracted from the distal
segment.
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Figure 4.1: IFT response to temperature increase in C. elegans phasmid
neurons
A. Schematic diagram of the temperature assay and representative summed
fluorescence images (obtained from 150 subsequent image frames) of XBX1::EGFP in phasmid cilia. Scale bar: 2 µm. B. Normalized, backgroundcorrected, summed XBX-1 cilium fluorescence intensity at 21°C (n=13), 25°C
(n=12), 30°C (n=15), 35°C (n=10). Line thickness is s.e.m.. The dotted line
indicates maximum cilium fluorescence intensity at 21°C as a visual aid. C.
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XBX-1::EGFP kymographs showing retrograde (green) and anterograde (red)
motility. Time: vertical; scale bar 2 s. Position: horizontal; scale bar 2 µm.
Kymographs correspond to the cilia shown in (B). D. Average retrograde
velocity at 21°C (n=24 cilia; 176 trains), 25°C (n=7 cilia; 62 trains), 30°C (n=21
cilia; 163 trains), 35°C (n=17 cilia; 96 trains). Line thickness is s.e.m.. E. Average
anterograde velocity at 21°C (n=24 cilia; 239 trains), 25°C (n=7 cilia; 62 trains),
30°C (n=21 cilia; 202 trains), 35°C (n=17 cilia; 92 trains). Line thickness is s.e.m..

It is well established that IFT dynein is the sole driver of retrograde (tip to
base) IFT in C. elegans phasmid cilia. IFT dynein is brought to the tip as cargo
by kinesin-2 driven anterograde transport (base to tip). In order to probe how
the dynamics of IFT is affected by temperature, we extracted Fourier-filtered
kymographs from the sequences using KymographClear (Figure 4.1C). From
these kymographs location-dependent anterograde and retrograde velocities
were extracted using KymographDirect (Figure 4.1D,E)

35

. At 21°C, the measured

retrograde (Figure 4.1C,D) and anterograde (Figure 4.1C,E) velocity profiles
correspond well with previous reports

5, 6, 36

. Intriguingly, at temperatures up

to 30°C the motor velocity does not appear to be affected substantially (Figure
4.1C-E). At 35°C, however, the anterograde, but not retrograde, velocity is
significantly higher (Figure 4.1C-E), suggesting that kinesin-2 and IFT-dynein
motors are affected differently by temperature in vivo. The anterograde
velocity change is particularly evident in the ‘handover zone’ at 2-4 µm, where
kymographs reveal a sharper transition of IFT trains from the base and
transition zone to the proximal segment (Figure 4.1C). In this region, a relay
between the two kinesins that drive anterograde transport takes place as
5

kinesin-II gradually docks off IFT trains and OSM-3 docks on . Our results
suggest that the kinesin-II-to-OSM-3 handover could be affected directly, by
altered rates of motors detaching from and attaching to IFT trains, or

89

indirectly, by a temperature-induced imbalance of kinesin-II and OSM-3
velocities.
To probe whether the temperature-induced motor retraction and velocity
changes are reversible, we performed temperature-ramp experiments. Animals
grown at 21°C were incubated for 10 minutes sequentially at 21°C, 25°C, 30°C
and 35°C. (Figure 4.2A). The XBX-1 distributions observed in these
temperature-ramp experiments (Figure 4.2A) were very similar to those
observed in the single temperature experiments (Figure 4.1), indicating that the
response to temperature takes place within minutes. After the 10-minute
incubation at the highest temperature, animals were placed again at 21°C for
an hour and motor distribution (Figure 4.2A), retrograde velocity (Figure 4.2B)
and anterograde velocity (Figure 4.2C) were determined, yielding results
indistinguishable from experiments on animals that had only experienced 21°C
(Figure 4.1B, D, and E). These observations indicate that the response of IFT to
temperatures up to 35°C is reversible.
Since IFT motors require microtubules as a track, we asked whether the motor
redistribution observed at 30°C and above is due to a temperature-induced
(partial) collapse of the ciliary axoneme. To test this, we subjected animals
expressing fluorescently labeled cilium-specific tubulin (TBB-4::EGFP) to the
temperature ramps applied above (Figure 4.2A, D). Remarkably, in contrast to
the observed IFT-dynein redistribution, axoneme length did not appear to be
affected at any of the temperatures applied (Figure 4.2A, D).
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Figure 4.2: IFT response to temperature increase is reversible
A. Top: Schematic diagram of sequential 10-minute incubations in stage heater
chambers at 21°C, 25°C, 30°C and 35°C, followed by 1 hour recovery at 21°C.
Bottom: Representative summed fluorescence images (obtained from 150
subsequent image frames) of XBX-1::EGFP and TBB-4::EGFP in phasmid cilia.
Scale bar: 2µm. B.-C. Average XBX-1 retrograde (B; n=10 cilia; 69 trains) and
anterograde (C; n=10 cilia; 83 trains) recovery velocity at 21°C. Line thickness is
s.e.m.. D. Cilium length (black, TBB-4) and cilium length occupied by motors
(purple, XBX-1) at each temperature. Error is s.e.m..
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Non-motile cilia act as cellular sensory hubs to detect and respond to
extracellular stimuli such as odorants and osmotic change. Chlamydomonas
flagella retain IFT but reversibly shorten to approximately half of their length
when exposed to different potassium or sodium concentrations

31, 37

C. elegans

cilia similarly retract in response to laser-induced dendritic perturbation
(Chapter 6). Here, we observe a response to thermal stimuli characterized by
retraction of only motors and not the ciliary axoneme. The apparent
uncoupling between motor occupancy and axonemal length is striking given
that IFT dynein and kinesin are responsible for maintaining their track, raising
questions about how the ciliary axoneme can stay intact while the IFT motors
retract. Our findings can be explained by the temperature-dependence of
tubulin dynamics. In vitro studies have shown that high temperatures favor
polymerization, while low temperatures favor depolymerization

25

. At the time

scale of our experiments (tens of minutes), the increased stability of the
axoneme at 30°C and 35°C likely prevents retraction despite the IFT motor
response.
In vitro gliding assay experiments on kinesin-1 reveal an Arrhenius-like 3-fold
velocity and ATPase activity increase at 25°C and 4-fold increase at 30°C

30

.A

recent study observed a ~2-fold kinesin-1 velocity increase from 22°C to 27°C
29

. We, however, find a kinesin-2 temperature dependence only above 30°C.

Additionally, whereas in vitro experiments demonstrate a ~2-fold increase in
dynein velocity from 27°C to 30°C, we observe no significant temperature
dependence change in vivo. Our results suggest that there is a difference in
ATPase activity between motor families, or between in vitro and in vivo-acting
motors. Temperature modulation in vivo is likely to be different due to the
collective behavior of motors, as well as the presence of co-factors and
regulators which could play additional roles in the thermal response.
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In summary, we have shown that IFT in phasmid cilia is temperaturedependent. Kinesin-2, but not IFT-dynein velocities are affected. Additionally,
at high temperatures IFT motors redistribute within the cilium whilst the
ciliary axoneme stays intact. Our results reveal an uncoupling between motility
and ciliary maintenance in the thermal ciliary response.

C. elegans strains were cultivated with OP-50 E.coli and maintained at 20°C
using standard procedures. The strains were constructed using Mos1 Mediated
Single Copy Insertion (MosSCI) as described previously

5, 36, 38

.

C. elegans young adult hermaphrodites were anaesthetized in 5 mM levamisole
in M9 and immobilized on a 2% agarose in M9 pad covered with a 22 × 22 mm
cover glass and sealed with VaLaP. The imaging slides were mounted on a
holder inside a stage top incubator (Tokai Hit) prior to setting the incubator
and objective temperature to 21°C, 25°C, 30°C or 35°C. For the temperatureramp experiments, the incubator temperature was sequentially increased from
21°C to 35°C, followed by a 1-hour recovery at 21°C. The temperature was
confirmed using a sensitive thermometer positioned on top of the imaging
slide. Fluorescence images were obtained using a custom-built epi-illuminated
5

fluorescence microscope described in detail in Prevo et al . 150 frames were
recorded for each phasmid cilium at 152ms per frame and 300 EM gain and
laser power was kept constant for both strains.
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Images were analyzed using KymographDirect and KymographClear

35

. Cilium

length and cilium length occupied by motors were determined using the
average, background-corrected cilium fluorescence intensity.
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